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I.

OPENING OF THE MEETING

1.
The Meeting was opened by Mr Régis Brillat, Head of the Department of the European Social
Charter, who welcomed the participants and recalled the context of the creation of the Platform for
2016-2017 as well as its Terms of Reference (ToR). He stressed in particular the following points:
-

the multidisciplinary approach wanted by the Secretary General (SG) to keep social cohesion
high in the Council of Europe’s agenda: all instances of the Organisation are asked to
participate in the work;
the importance of social cohesion for Europe and Europeans and the fact that all the
definitions of social cohesion have in common the link of individuals to the society to which
they belong;
the importance of the respect of social rights for all individuals and the fact that the European
Social Charter provides for rights which concern persons in their relation to the others and to
the society they are living in;
social exclusion is a reality of European societies and puts at risk all the rights of the Charter;
the fact that some PECS working themes are already present in the ToR in relation to the
priorities of the Secretary General as accepted by Committee of Ministers;
the Platform should pay special attention to the challenges European societies have to face;
the Platform will have one two-day meeting per year and no Bureau, therefore innovative
methods of communication will be used;
the main result expected is to contribute to the reflection on the future in this field in the SG
report (as an Interim report at the end of 2016 and a final report by the end of 2017),
including also suggestions on how to pursue and amplify the work in this field.

-

-

-

I.ii

Adoption of the draft agenda and order of business

2.
The Platform adopted the agenda as it appears in document PECS(2016)1 (Appendix1) and
the order of business [doc.PECS(2016)5].

II.

ELECTIONS

II.i

Election of the Chair and Vice-Chair

3.
The Platform elected Mr Alexander Preobrazhenskiy (Russian Federation) as Chair and
Ms Petya Moeva (Bulgaria) as Vice-Chair for a one-year term.

II.ii

Appointment of a Rapporteur on Gender Equality

4.
The Platform appointed Ms Merita Xhafaj (Albania) as Rapporteur on Gender Equality (20162017).

III.

QUESTIONS OF INTEREST TO THE PLATFORM WORKING PROGRAMME

5.
In the context of the central place of the European Social Charter and of an interest to
assess its work priorities and to provide for relevant activities within PECS mandate following the
Council of Europe activities in the area of social cohesion , the Platform took note of the following:
i.

European Social Charter
by Mr Henrik Kristensen, Deputy Head of the Department of the European Social
Charter and Deputy Executive Secretary of the European Committee of Social Rights,
DGI
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6.
Mr Kristensen presented an overview of the European Social Charter (ESC) and its
monitoring mechanism stressing that the substantive social rights set out by this treaty are
indispensable to social cohesion and inclusion.
7.
He recalled that the ESC is a wide-ranging treaty, protecting specifically groups of persons
and informed the Platform on the present state of ratification of the Charter and of the collective
complaints procedure. He explained the role of the European Committee of Social Rights (ECSR)
within the Charter’s two monitoring procedures:

8.

o

Reporting procedure (main findings and problems identified as well as positive
developments are reflected in Conclusions 2015)

o

Collective complaints procedure (nature of the procedure; basic statistics; issues
complained of; examples of recent high-profile cases and decisions)

The presentation also addressed:

- challenges relating to the Charter, such as the need for more ratifications, synergies and a
better follow-up/implementation at the Committee of Ministers level as well as at national level,
tensions between the Charter and European Union law, the importance of avoiding discrepancies
between the two legal orders;
- the Turin Process, launched in 2014, which aims to tackle these challenges and to
mobilise political support in order to (1) promote further ratifications of the revised European Social
Charter and the collective complaints system as well as identify obstacles to this process; (2)
streamline the monitoring procedures; (3) enhance targeted co-operation with member States in
the field of social rights and (4) maintain dialogue with the European Union. The Parliamentary
Assembly is currently elaborating a report on the Turin Process. High-level meetings gathering
together stakeholders involved in decision making on ratification should be organised in Member
states.
- the need for the European Social Cohesion Platform to contribute to taking the Turin
Process further.
9.
Replying to a question on the main achievements of the Turin Process, it was emphasised
that the Process had already resulted in more commitment from States to the European Social
Charter, in putting it on the agenda of policy makers, as well as in a number of activities including
communication and awareness raising activities.
10.
On the question on the impact of discrepancies between the ESC and EU law, it was
recalled that a document had been elaborated by the ECSR on this issue and that there were ongoing discussions between the Council of Europe and the European Union to improve the
situation.

ii.

Recommendation CM/Rec(2015)3 of the Committee of Ministers to member States
on the access of young people from disadvantaged neighbourhoods to social
rights (Enter! Recommendation) and its follow-up
by Mr Menno Ettema, Youth Department, DG II

11.
After recalling the Co-management approach of the Youth Department of the Council of
Europe (30 representatives of youth non-governmental organisations (NGOs) work together with
governmental representatives in the Joint Council of Youth on the priorities, budgets and
programme of the youth sector of the Council of Europe), focus was initially put on the background
of CM/Rec(2015)3, called also “the Enter! Recommendation”, as it was the result of the initiative
“Enter! Project”. This was launched in 2009 by the youth sector in order to develop policy
responses based on social rights to situations of exclusion, discrimination and violence affecting
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young people in vulnerable situations. The initial phases identified the need of long-term training
courses for youth workers working in socially disadvantaged environment and included different
types of activities and youth interventions, such as:
- local youth projects, involving municipalities, on the theme of access to social rights;
- the educational game “Enter Dignityland!” for learning about social rights through human rights
education; the game can be played with young people to raise their awareness about social rights
and how to deal with the challenges and to balance needs of different members of a community in
order to reach inclusive decisions;
- European meetings of children (10-16) that were trained by the youth workers participating in the
“ENTER! Project”. These children contributed to the consultation process leading to the CM
Recommendation;
- thematic seminars on social rights;
- international youth activities called “study sessions”, organised at the Council of Europe’s
European Youth Centres in order to develop approach to social rights issues in co-operation with
international youth organisations.
12.
Relevant elements of CM/Rec(2015)3 which should lead to young people’s access and
enjoyment of social rights were presented, in particular the development of more inclusive policies
for young people in need, also to prevent, eradicate violence and exclusion as well as the
importance of youth friendly and accessible public services. Programmes on participation of young
people from these neighbourhood should lead to active citizenship. The recognition of informal
education and youth work was also important to succeed in this area. Local and regional
authorities should be involved in such approaches as their role is paramount. Public authorities
were asked to translate the recommendation and disseminate it among young people as widely as
possible. The Recommendation should be reviewed every 3-4 years.
13.
At present the follow-up focuses on how to translate the Recommendation into effective
action. Among the main elements:
- User friendly Guidelines are being developed in order to support public authorities, youth workers
and youth in putting into practice the principles of the Recommendation and reach adapted policies
to include young people. On the Website http://www.coe.int/en/web/enter/home examples and
good practices can be found to support the implementation of the Recommendation.
- Local cooperation Projects are set up with municipalities in different member States to assist
them in the promotion and implementation of the “ENTER! Recommendation” by local authorities
and local level youth work initiatives.
- New long training course for Youth Workers and representatives of Local Authorities.
- International meetings, such as the study session "Employability United!" to promote and support
access to employment and autonomy for young people.
- National level seminars to support the networking and promotion of innovative and coordinated
ways of working on access to social rights.
- Research on youth work and youth policy aspects related to access to social rights for young
people
- A data base of practices.
14. A seminar "Enter!: from Policy to Practice" on the implementation of CM/Rec(2015)3 through
youth work and youth policy practitioners will take place in Strasbourg, on 27-29 September 2016.
The PECS was invited to be represented. Representatives of member states of the Platform could
also contribute to the implementation of the Recommendation at a national level and could benefit
of the support to a rapid youth policy review. The PECS will be asked to take part in the future
review process of Recommendation CM/Rec(2015)3.
15. Among the positive feedback on this presentation by members of the Platform, focus was put
on:
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the on-going follow-up of this Recommendation was considered as a good example of a
mechanism for the implementation of policies and to make them more effective, which could be
useful to the Platform when it comes to the implementation of its mandate in the field of social
rights.
-

the challenge to empower young people to express their specific needs;

-

the importance in this context of a secure budget and of a consistent approach.

The PowerPoint will be available on the PECS’ Website.
iii. Report on social inclusion and young people
by Ms Clémentine Moyart, European Youth Forum
16.
The European Youth Forum (EYF), which is a platform of organisations, including several
National Youth Councils, and covering a broad range of youth related issues, elaborated a report
on “Social inclusion and young people - Excluding youth a threat to our future”, which led to EYF’s
Resolution on “Autonomy and Inclusion”.
17.
The report was rooted in the present situation, with new forms of exclusion, young people
had to face, which was worsened by the crisis. Though employment and unemployment of young
people is high in the European agenda, there were aspects to be taken care of - also in countries
with high employability. New forms of exclusion and new challenges needed to be faced. Social
inclusion and young people were important in the context of radicalisation (young people would not
be risk if they were fully included in the society and not discriminated). The report focused on:
a. Quality education and the effective access to a quality education for all young people.
Under ‘Inclusive education’ were considered: (a) the barriers more vulnerable groups have
to face, leading to segregation or school leaving; (b) lifelong learning, which should not be
only linked to labour market needs; (3) Non-formal education, which develops competences
necessary in building an inclusive society, but has seen reduced investment. A holistic
approach to education is needed as well as support for young people and their families in
order to ensure equality of chances.
b. Unemployment
Youth unemployment, which did rise together with social exclusion since the crisis, was
generally monitored and dealt with, but there were still aspects to consider, such as
underemployment and poor quality jobs for young people who gave up job search.
Job creation efforts were missing and did not adequately take into account recent graduates,
with an almost complete disappearance of entry-level jobs. Equal access to apprenticeship and
internship should be ensured as presently many graduates take apprenticeships (with
subsequent fall of apprenticeships without prior qualifications and training). Traineeship, were
often non paid and not recognised, with no contract and consequent impact on social
protection. A better cooperation in this context should exist between employment services and
the education system.
Discrimination on the labour market, based on the age and even reflecting multiple
discrimination, was quite common for young people, who were often not aware of their rights.
One example were the youth minimum wages existing in some European countries; it was not
proved that such wages would provide more jobs, but could lead to work poverty.
Another difficulty was related to the eligibility for and receipt of unemployment benefits to strict
conditionality, often dependent on previous employment and even coupled with negative
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sanctions, and their adequacy. The accessibility issue was even more challenging in the
framework of labour mobility.
c. Employment
A longer period of time was necessary before finding a first job, also in countries with high
employment rates, with consequent involuntary temporary work and non-standard forms of
employment. New challenges were related to precarious jobs and the pension schemes, which
are not aligned to young people transition from education to employment and the reality of
present employment’s trajectory. In a situation of non-standard employment young people were
not able to contribute to such schemes. Current pensioners are favoured over future ones,
creating a problem of intergenerational equity. Concerning self-employment and the sharing
economy, there is a forward thinking approach to deal with changes: creative freedom for
business should go with the necessary protection of workers’ rights.
The work life balance, in particular for women, was a key challenge, especially in the expected
demographic context of an ageing society. Obstacles to the access of care services and
inadequate services should be dealt with and effective care and reconciliation policies should
be focused upon.
d. Independent life
Member States were giving more attention to family benefits than supporting independent life
of young people, with consequent income support for them – when available - not sufficient to
prevent poverty and social exclusion. Only in very few European countries young people with
no work experience were entitled to receive the full amount of unemployment benefit.
Adequacy of disability benefit should also be a concern The report suggested a nondiscriminatory adequate means-tested minimum income as a strong pillar for an active
inclusion of strategy for youth, in a framework supporting comprehensive access to affordable
quality services and quality jobs in an inclusive labour market.
Access to affordable housing was a main concern in a context of “stay-at-home” policies, with
reduced access to housing benefits as a way to save public money, instead of supporting
young people in achieving independence through moving out of the family home. A coherent
housing policy for young people should be foreseen.
In such context, together with increased poverty, youth homeliness is growing in Europe. The
concern should include also insecure and inadequate housing, which decreased young
people’s chances of social inclusion. Youth effective homeliness strategies should be adopted,
with a comprehensive range of services aiming at their quick reintegration into the society.
Access to health care services was still problematic for the most vulnerable young people, in
particular undocumented migrants. More investment should be put in this sector, including
mental health services, which can be vital for young people. Society should adapt to young
people and long-term sustainable policies should be implemented in order to reach their
inclusion.
18.
-

-

During the exchanges which followed the presentation, it was said that:
young people should be involved in the topics of their concern;
intergenerational aspects were important and generations should not be put against each
other (one partner in the preparation of the report has been “Age Platform Europe”, network
of NGOs focusing on policies impacting on older and retired people);
employment was crucial for young people, but other issues too and a broader set of policies
had to be foreseen for young people;
the “quality of the employment” was important as young people had to keep a certain level
of life;
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-

EU countries endorsed the principle of youth guarantee, however an uncertainty lies on the
fact of young people knowing it or how to proceed;
member States should invest in public employment services to follow different young
people.

-

The full report was available on line on http://www.youthforum.org
IV.

RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN MEMBER STATES

19.
The representatives of member States gave a focused short presentation on topical recent
developments in the field of social cohesion in their countries. There were some common concerns
related to social cohesion and guaranteeing social rights in the following areas:
-

Social protection and better care services, with minimum requirements for local social
services;
Deinstitutionalisation;
Employment and access to labour market, in particular for young people, long term
unemployed and disadvantaged people;
Impact of economic crisis and increase of poverty;
Special attention and support, including financial one, for families with children;
Minimum guaranteed income and sustainability of pension systems;
Improvement of access to housing, in particular for young people;
Integration, including in the labour market, of migrants and refugees.

The presentations sent to the Secretariat will be available on the Webpage of the Platform and
could contribute to the exchange of best practices.

V.

PECS WORKING PROGRAMME FOR 2016-2017

20.
The delegations discussed possible ways to implement the mandate of the Platform. The
following remarks were made:
- the need to stick to the ToR – and its main “pillars”: the European Social Charter; access and
enjoyment of social rights; vulnerable groups - and to find ways to work efficiently and reach
concrete results with limited means and time;
- social cohesion should be related to the enjoyment of, social rights including social protection; the
Platform should take into account the outcome of the monitoring by the European Committee of
Social Rights (ECSR) and the obstacles identified in order to contribute to overcome them;
- Turin process’ reports should be considered, in relation to the future of social policy;
- the Council of Europe’s definition of social cohesion, which according to some delegations,
should not be revised (nor the Strategy), though there was an agreement on the fact that social
cohesion was a dynamic and changing concept;
- two or three priority areas should be identified;
- an approach taking into account all dimensions of social cohesion, not only target groups, and the
threats to it was suggested;
- the importance of a focused work, not duplicating other committees’ specific one, and of finding a
balanced approach as mainstreaming will include connection with it in the field of social cohesion
in order to guide and support them;
- a prospective study by an expert should be envisaged, especially with the view of implementing
the future-oriented part of the PECS mandate, but the present budget would not be sufficient;
- visits and seminars were also mentioned as important for the implementation of the work of the
Platform, but the very limited financial means would not allow these kind of events.
21.
Following the discussions, the Platform underlined the importance of a focused approach
with concrete output and decided to organise its work through 3 Working groups (with a rapporteur
for each group), which will use IT technology for its work and would be dedicated to:
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Group 1: Mainstreaming of social cohesion
This group’s aim would focus on the assessment of the impact of the activities of Council of Europe
bodies and committees with regard to achieving social cohesion and to promote specific actions
which contribute to social cohesion and to the enjoyment of social rights.
Group 2: Fostering the exchange of good practices and innovative approaches
This group would start by elaborating a questionnaire, with a view to identifying good practices and
innovative approaches at the levels of member States, of relevant international institutions and
other stakeholders.
Group 3: Examination of new trends and challenges in specific areas
The final outcome would be a Declaration to the Committee of Ministers on future prospects and
the role of the Council of Europe in this domain.
22.
Visits and seminars were considered to be important for the implementation of the
mandate of the Platform, but not possible within the present budget.

VI.

TRANSVERSAL CO-OPERATION

23. The oral presentations made by other Council of Europe structures1 focused on aspects of
their work programme relevant to social cohesion. A majority of them included the issue of
migrants and refugees, with the view of ensuring their human dignity and their integration/inclusion
in the society. The economic crisis and its consequences were also considered by different bodies.
Other on-going work was relating to Roma’ s issues, the fight against poverty and social exclusion,
the rights of the child, social protection and health, extremism and radicalisation. All interventions
were also indicating willingness to cooperate with the Platform, for instance:
- synergies which could be found with the work of the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of
Europe (APCE) on new trends and challenges; the Platform could also inform the APCE of topics
of interest to be carried to national Parliaments;
- within the on-going CDDH work on social rights, it was foreseen that the Platform should send a
representative to the Drafting Group on social rights (CDDH-SOC) [1st meeting in 2017] and that,
reciprocally, the CDDH will be represented in the meetings of the PECS by the CDDH Rapporteur
on social rights, Ms Chantal Gallant (Belgium). For the future CDDH questionnaire aiming to
identify good practices and make proposals to improve the implementation of social rights, it will be
communicated to the Platform;
- the newly created Ad hoc Committee on the Rights of the Child will focus also on guarantying
social rights for children and invited a PECS representative to the first meeting of the Committee;
- as governance also includes service delivery aspects at both central and local authorities, the
work of the European Committee on Democracy and Governance (CDDG) and of the Centre of
Expertise for Local Government Reform often supports capacity building in areas impacting on
social cohesion; the Committee and Centre could provide practical assistance when appropriate
and a link with the Platform could be considered in this framework.
The presentations sent to the Secretariat will be available on the PECS’ Webpage.

1

Parliamentary Assembly; Congress of Local and Regional Authorities; European Court of Human Rights;
Council of Europe Commissioner for Human Rights; Conference of INGOs; Council of Europe Development
Bank (CEB); European Committee of Social Rights (ECSR); Governmental Committee of the European
Social Charter and European Code of Social Security; Steering Committee for Human Rights (CDDH);
Steering Committee for Youth (CDEJ); Advisory Council on Youth (CCJ); CDDG; CDCPPE; CAHROM;
CAHENF; Intercultural Cities
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24. Mr Thorsten AFFLERBACH, Head of the Support Team to the Special Representative of the
Secretary General of the Council of Europe for Roma Issues, informed the Platform about ongoing
activities related to Roma and Travellers in Europe, notably the “Thematic Action Plan on the
Inclusion of Roma and Travellers (2016-2019)”, approved by the Committee of Minsters on 2
March 2016. The Plan contains 21 concrete actions which are regrouped under the following three
priorities: tackle anti-Roma and anti-Traveller prejudice and discrimination and fight anti-Gypsyism;
protect the most vulnerable (women, children and youth); promote innovative models for local-level
solutions. The total budgetary envelope envisaged for 2016 is about 5 million Euros and for 2017
about 4.5 million Euros, of which about one third are covered by the Ordinary Budget of the
Council of Europe and the rest by extra-budgetary resources (e.g. voluntary contributions from
member states or joint programmes with the European Commission).
25. The Director of EUROFOUND – the tripartite [European Commission; member states; social
partners] EU agency providing knowledge to assist in the development of social and work-related
policies – informed on its work relevant to social cohesion, such as reports and on-going research,
in its four areas of expertise (labour market, working conditions, industrial relations and living
conditions and quality of life), as well as the three European surveys (on Company, Quality of Life
and Work Conditions) implemented in EU member states and candidate countries. The added
value of EUROFOUND input to the Platform was not clear yet, but EUROFOUND was open to
cooperation, which could range from basic to more sophisticated contributions.
26. The representative of the European Union Agency for Fundamental Rights (FRA), the EU
independent centre of expertise on fundamental rights, presented its work in particular in relation
with social rights, The FRA mandate related with all matters falling within the scope of the EU law
but its main point of reference was the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights, which for social rights
had common points with the European Social Charter, which has been the model of the text of the
Charter. Several network of experts were set up. Information was given on recent handbooks and
reports, such as on the rights of persons with disability, the right to decent living, social inclusion
and migrant participation in the society, multiple discrimination in health care. All documents and
findings were available on the FRA Website http://fra.europa.eu/. The field of cooperation was
depending on the definition by the Platform of concrete thematic projects, but open to share
expertise and services and provide ideas on relevant sensitive topics which should be covered.

VII.

WORKING METHOD AND CALENDAR

27.
The Platform discussed its working methods and work plan with a view to implement its
working programme, and decided to:
- invite representatives of member States to express their interest in the 3 Working Groups
by order of preference and inform the Secretariat by 15th of July 2016;
-

appoint a rapporteur for each Working Group, who could also participate in exchanges with
rapporteurs from the other groups;

-

ensure cooperation of the Working Groups with the representatives of other CoE structures;

-

by the end of December 2016, prepare the input for the interim report of the Secretary
General on the progress and results in this field of competence.
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28.
Concerning the functioning of the working groups, the following elements should be taken
into account:
-

-

working groups should work in parallel and exchange during working progress;
communication should combine emails and shared spaces; the Secretariat will explore new
technologies’ possibilities with the relevant department;
the Group on mainstreaming should have the contribution by other Council of Europe
bodies, through contact persons, but contact with them would be interesting also for the
other two groups;
best way to cooperate with other international institution and stakeholders should be
sought;
preliminary results should be disseminated to all members to reach a common agreement.

29.
The PECS expressed its willingness to participate as an observer to relevant
committees of the Council of Europe and asked the Secretariat of the PECS to liaise with the
Secretariat of these committees to this effect.

VIII.

EUROPEAN SOCIAL COHESION PLATFORM NEWSLETTER

30.
The Platform took note with satisfaction of the first edition of the monthly PECS Newsletter,
which was also available on line and thanked the Secretariat for its work.

IX.

EUROPEAN SOCIAL COHESION PLATFORM WEBPAGE

31.
The Secretariat presented the Platform webpage new PECS Webpage
(http://www.coe.int/fr/web/turin-european-social-charter/european-social-cohesion-platform)
and
invited PECS members to inform the Secretariat of any improvement they would like to suggest.
The Platform took note of the presentation and congratulated the Secretariat for this result.

X.

OTHER BUSINESS

32.
The Platform took note of the request to appoint a representative the Ad hoc Committee for
the Rights of the Child (CAHENF). The delegate of Denmark informed the PECS of her
participation in this committee. The Chair communicated his intention to represent the Platform,
subject to availability on these dates.

XI.

ADOPTION OF DECISIONS

33.

The Platform adopted the list of decisions [doc. PECS(2016)6].

XII.

VENUE AND DATE OF THE NEXT MEETING

34.

The Platform agreed to hold its 2nd meeting in Strasbourg, on 19-20 September 2017.
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APPENDIX 2
LIST OF PARTICIPANTS/LISTE DES PARTICIPANTS

1st meeting of the European Platform on Social Cohesion/1ère réunion de la Plateforme
européenne de cohésion sociale
27-28 June/juin 2016
Strasbourg – Palais de l’Europe

ALBANIA / ALBANIE
Ms Merita XHAFAJ
General Director for Social Affairs, Ministry of Social Affairs and Youth
merita.xhafaj@sociale.gov.al
ANDORRA/ANDORRE
M. Joan Carles VILLAVERDE CANABAL
Chef de service, Attention aux personnes et aux familles, Ministère des Affaires sociales, de la
Justice et de l’Intérieur
joancarles_villaverde@govern.ad
Mme Ruth MALLOL ROVIRA
Chef de service, Attention à l’enfance et à l’adolescence, Ministère des Affaires sociales, de la
Justice et de l’Intérieur
ruth_mallol@govern.ad
ARMENIA/ARMENIE
Mr Arman SARGSYAN
Director of National Institute of Labour and Social Research
Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs
armansargsyan@live.com
AUSTRIA / AUTRICHE
Mr Franz SVEHLA
Apologised for absence / excusé
Department for Bilateral Relations and International Organizations, Federal Ministry of Labour,
Social Affairs and Consumer Protection
franz.svehla@sozialministerium.at
AZERBAIJAN / AZERBAIDJAN
Mr Islam GULIYEV
Second Secretary, Ministry of Foreign Affairs
i_guliyev@mfa.gov.az
BELGIUM / BELGIQUE
Mme Thérèse BOUTSEN
Apologised for absence / excusée
Conseillère générale, Service Public Fédéral (SPF) Emploi, Travail et Concertation sociale,
Division des affaires internationales
Therese.boutsen@emploi.belgique.be
Mme Muriel RABAU
Conseillère générale, Coordinatrice du domaine relations multilatérales, Service Public Fédéral
(SPF) Sécurité sociale
Muriel.rabau@minsoc.fed.be
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Mme Carine JANSEN
Apologised for absence / Excusée
Directrice, Direction interdépartementale de la Cohésion sociale (DiCS), Service Public de
Wallonie, Namur (Jambes)
carine.jansen@spw.wallonie.be
remplacée par :
Mme Anne VAN COPPENOLLE
Attachée à la Direction interdépartementale de la Cohésion sociale (DiCS), Service Public de
Wallonie, en charge des matières liées à la cohésion sociale dans la Cellule Evaluation et
Méthodologie
anne.vancoppenolle@spw.wallonie.be
Mr Fabian DOMINGUEZ
Social affairs and public health attaché, Permanent Representation of Belgium to the EU,
fabian.dominguez@wvg.vlaanderen.be
BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA / BOSNIE-HERZÉGOVINE
Ms Lidija MARKOTA
Head of the Department for Social Security and Pensions, Ministry of Civil Affairs
lidija.markota@mcp.gov.ba
BULGARIA / BULGARIE
Ms Petia MOEVA
(Vice-Chair/Vice-Présidente)
State Expert, Department on “Equal Opportunities and Antidiscrimination”, Directorate on “People
with Disabilities, Equal Opportunities and Social Assistance”, Ministry of Labour and Social Policy
p.moeva@mlsp.government.bg
CROATIA / CROATIE
Ms Snježana FRANKOVIĆ
Head of Department for International Cooperation, Directorate for Social Policy, Strategy and Youth,
Ministry of Social Policy and Youth of the Republic of Croatia.
snjezana.frankovic@mspm.hr
CYPRUS / CHYPRE
Mr Andreas ASHIOTIS
Permanent Secretary
Ministry of Labour, Welfare and Social Insurance
aashiotis@mlsi.gov.cy
Ms Maria SAVVIDOU-PANAYIOTOU
Deputy to the Permanent Representative of Cyprus to the Council of Europe.
msavvidou@mfa.gov.cy
CZECH REPUBLIC / RÉPUBLIQUE TCHÈQUE
Mr Pavel JANEČEK
Head of the International Cooperation Unit, Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs of the Czech
Republic
pavel.janecek@mpsv
DENMARK / DANEMARK
Ms Maria SCHULTZ
Head of Section, Legal Procedure and International Affairs, Ministry of Social Affairs and Interior,
masz@sim.dk
ESTONIA / ESTONIE
Mr Rait KUUSE
Deputy Secretary General on Social Policy, Ministry of Social Affairs
rait.kuuse@sm.ee
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FINLAND / FINLANDE
Ms Virpi LAUKKANEN
Deputy Permanent Representative of Finland to the Council of Europe
virpi.laukkanen@formin.fi
Ms Janette SORSIMO
Intern, Permanent Representation of Finland to the Council of Europe
FRANCE
M. Alexis RINCKENBACH
Chef du bureau des affaires européennes et internationales, Direction générale de la Cohésion
sociale, Ministère des affaires sociales et de la santé
alexis.rinckenbach@social.gouv.fr
GEORGIA / GEORGIE
Mr Amiran DATESHIDZE
Head of Social Issues and Programmes, Division of Social Protection Department, Ministry of
Labour, Health and Social Affairs of Georgia
adateshidze@moh.gov.ge
GERMANY / ALLEMAGNE
Mr Jürgen THOMAS
Bundesministerium für Arbeit und Soziales, Referat VIb4 "OECD, Europarat,OSZE“
juergen.thomas@bmas.bund.de
GREECE/GRÈCE
Mme Dimitra NIKOU
Apologised for absence / Excusée
Chef de Section du Directorat de Protection Sociale et de Cohésion Sociale ; Ministère du Travail
dnikou@ypakp.gr
HUNGARY / HONGRIE
Ms Linda Niki VOLOSINOVSKY
Strategic Rapporteur, Ministry of Human Capacities, Ministry of State for Social Affairs and Social
Inclusion, Department for Social Affairs and Social Inclusion, Inclusion Strategies
niki.linda.volosinovsky@emmi.gov.hu
ICELAND / ISLANDE
Ms Ingibjörg BRODDADÓTTIR
Deputy Director General, Department of Social Affairs, Ministry of Welfare
ingibjorg.broddadottir@vel.is
IRELAND / IRLANDE
Mr Seamus GREHAN
Employment Rights Policy, Department of Jobs, Enterprise and Innovation
seamus.grehan@djei.ie
ITALY / ITALIE
M. Michele PALMA (Chef de délégation)
Apologised for absence / Excusé
Directeur, Service des Affaires Internationales et de l’Intervention Sociale, Département de
l’Egalité des Chances, Présidence du Conseil des Ministres
m.palma@palazzochigi.it
M. Raffaele TANGORRA
Apologised for absence / Excusé
Directeur Général de l’insertion et des politiques sociales, Ministère du travail et des
Politiques Sociales
rtangorra@lavoro.gov.it
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LATVIA / LETTONIE
Mr Ingus ALLIKS
Deputy State Secretary, Ministry of Welfare of the Republic of Latvia
ingus.alliks@lm.gov.lv
LIECHTENSTEIN
Apologised for absence / excusé
LITHUANIA / LITUANIE
Ms Rita SKREBISKIENE
Director of International Relations Department, Ministry of Social Security and Labour
rita.skrebiskiene@socmin.lt
LUXEMBOURG
M. Claude EWEN
Direction du service International ; Ministère de la sécurité sociale ; Inspection générale de la
sécurité sociale
claude.ewen@igss.etat.lu
MALTA / MALTE
Mr Joseph GERADA
Advisor in the Ministry for the Family and Social Solidarity
joseph.a.gerada@gov.mt
REPUBLIC OF MOLDOVA / RÉPUBLIQUE DE MOLDOVA
Ms Paulina TUDOS
Deputy Head, International Relations and European Integration Department, Ministry of Labour,
Social Protection and Family
paulina.tudos@mmpsf.gov.md; paulinatudos@gmail.com
MONACO
Mme Karine MARQUET
Chargé de Mission au Département des Affaires Sociales et de la Santé
kmarquet@gouv.mc
MONTENEGRO
Ms Budimirka ĐUKANOVIĆ
Adviser, Minister of Labour and Social Welfare, RHP National Manager for Montenegro
budimirka.djukanovic@Ms.gov.me
NETHERLANDS / PAYS-BAS
Mr Kees TERWAN
Senior Policy Advisor, Ministry of Social Affairs and Employment, Directorate of International
Affairs
kterwan@minszw.nl
NORWAY / NORVÈGE
Mr Øyvind OPLAND
Senior Adviser, Department of Welfare Policy, Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs
oyvind.opland@asd.dep.no
Website : www.regjeringen.no/asd
POLAND / POLOGNE
Mr Jerzy CIECHAŃSKI
Apologised for absence / Excusé
Department of Economic Analyses and Forecasts, Ministry of Family, Labour and Social Policy
jerzy.ciechanski@mrpips.gov.pl
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PORTUGAL
Ms Vanda PACHECO
Senior Officer, Strategic and Planning Office, Ministry of Solidarity, Employment and Social
Security
vanda.pacheco@gep.mtsss.pt
ROMANIA / ROUMANIE
Ms Ioana CAZACU
Apologised for absence / Excusée
President of the National Agency for Equal Opportunities between Women and Men
ioana.cazacu@mmuncii.ro
RUSSIAN FEDERATION / FEDERATION DE LA RUSSIE
Alexander PREOBRAZHENSKIY
(Chair/Président)
Head of International Cooperation Division, Legal and International Affairs Department, Ministry of
Labour and Social Protection of the Russian Federation
PreobrazhenskiyAS@rosmintrud.ru
Ms Olga Opanasenko
1st Secretary, Department for Human Rights, Ministry for Foreign Affairs
ovopanasenko@mid.ru
SAN MARINO/SAINT MARIN
M. Riccardo VENTURINI
riccardo.venturini@iss.sm
SERBIA/SERBIE
Ms Ivana BANKOVIĆ
Ministry of Labor, Employment, Veteran and Social Affairs
ivana.bankovic@minrzs.gov.rs
SLOVAK REPUBLIC / REPUBLIQUE SLOVAQUE
Mr Lukáš BERINEC
Apologised for absence / Excusé
International Relations and European Affairs Department; Ministry of Labour, Social Affairs and
Family of the Slovak Republic
lukas.berinec@employment.gov.sk
SLOVENIA/ SLOVENIE
Mr Davor DOMINKUŠ
Secretary, Ministry of Labour, Family and Social Affairs and Equal Opportunities
davor.dominkus@gov.si
SPAIN / ESPAGNE
SWEDEN / SUÈDE
Ms Ammi CEDERSTRÖM
Apologised for absence / Excusée
Head of Section, Division for EU and International Affairs, Ministry of Health and Social Affairs
ammi.cederstrom@gov.se
SWITZERLAND / SUISSE
Mme Claudina MASCETTA
Chef de secteur, Département fédéral de l'intérieur DFI, Office fédéral des assurances
sociales OFAS, Affaires internationales/Secteur Organisations internationales claudina.mascetta@bsv.admin.ch
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“THE FORMER YUGOSLAV REPUBLIC OF MACEDONIA”/
”L’EX-RÉPUBLIQUE YOUGOSLAVE DE MACÉDOINE”
Mr Gjoko VELKOVSKI
Head of Unit - Responsible for Social Protection and Social Inclusion Issues
gjoko.velkovski@mtsp.gov.mk
TURKEY / TURQUIE
M. Mehmet SELVİ
Expert, Ministère du Travail et de la Sécurité sociale
mselvi@csgb.gov.tr
Ms Necla UZ
Expert, Ministry of Labour and Social Security
necla.uz@csgb.gov.tr
UKRAINE
Ms Hanna HOLOBORODKO
Apologised for absence / Excusée
Chief specialist, Strategic Planning and Analysis Department, Ministry of Social Policy of Ukraine
khajret@mlsp.gov.ua
UNITED KINGDOM / ROYAUME-UNI
Mr Mark GOREY
Deputy to the Permanent Representative, Permanent Representation of the United Kingdom
ukdelstrasbourg@fco.gov.uk
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COMMITTEES OR OTHER BODIES OF THE COUNCIL OF EUROPE / COMITES ET AUTRES
ORGANES DU CONSEIL DE L’EUROPE
PARLIAMENTARY ASSEMBLY OF THE COUNCIL OF EUROPE / ASSEMBLEE
PARLEMENTAIRE DU CONSEIL DE L’EUROPE
Prof. Dr. Emine Nur GÜNAY
Member of the Grand National Assembly of Turkey Eskişehir Province, Secretary Member of the
Committee on Plan and Budget, TBMM Ankara- TURKEY
enurgunay@tbmm.gov.tr
Ms Marlen Lambrecht
Secretary to the Committee on Social Affairs, Health and Sustainable Development/Secrétaire de
la Commission des questions sociales, de la santé et du développement durable
E-mail : marlen.lambrecht@coe.int
CONGRESS OF LOCAL AND REGIONAL AUTHORITIES OF THE COUNCIL OF EUROPE /
CONGRES DES POUVOIRS LOCAUX ET REGIONAUX DU CONSEIL DE L’EUROPE
Ms Muriel GRIMMEISSEN
Co-Secretary to Current Affairs Committee
muriel.grimmeissen@coe.int
Website: http://http://www.coe.int/t/Congresss
EUROPEAN COURT OF HUMAN RIGHTS / COUR EUROPEENNE DES DROITS DE L’HOMME
Ms Carmen MORTE GOMEZ
Head of division, Registry, Court of Human Rights
carmen.morte-gomez@echr.coe.int
COUNCIL OF EUROPE COMMISSIONER FOR HUMAN RIGHTS / COMMISSAIRE AUX
DROITS DE L’HOMME DU CONSEIL DE L’EUROPE
Ms Claudia LAM
Adviser to the Commissioner for Human Rights
claudia.lam@coe.int
CONFERENCE OF INGOs OF THE COUNCIL OF EUROPE / CONFERENCE DES OING DU
CONSEIL DE L’EUROPE
M. Gerard SCHAEFER
International Council on Social Welfare (ICSW) Europe / Conseil international de l’Action sociale
Europe (CIAS Europe)
Gerard.schaefer@estes.fr
M. Robert BERGOUGNAN
European Association of the Schools of Social Work (EASSW)
rbergougnan@erasme.fr

VENICE COMMISSION / COMMISSION DE VENISE
Apologised for absence / Excusé
EUROPEAN COMMITTEE OF SOCIAL RIGTS / COMITE EUROPEEN DES DROITS SOCIAUX
Mr Colm O'CINNEIDE
Professor of Law
UCL Laws
uctlcoc@ucl.ac.uk
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GOVERNMENTAL COMMITTEE OF THE EUROPEAN SOCIAL CHARTER AND THE
EUROPEAN CODE OF SOCIAL SECURITY (CG) / COMITE GOUVERNEMENTAL DE LA
CHARTE SOCIALE EUROPEENNE ET DU CODE EUROPEEN DE SECURITE SOCIALE
Ms Natalia POPOVA
Head of the International Relations Department, Ministry of Social Policy
pnn@mlsp.gov.ua
STEERING COMMITTEE FOR HUMAN RIGHTS (CDDH) / COMITE DIRECTEUR POUR LES
DROITS DE L’HOMME (CDDH)
Mme Chantal GALLANT
Apologised for absence / Excusée
Rapporteur pour les droits sociaux, Comité directeur pour les droits de l’homme
Mme Elise THOMAS
Secretariat/Secrétariat CDDH
elise.thomas@coe.int
GENDER EQUALITY COMMISSION (GEC) / COMMISSION POUR L’EGALITE ENTRE LES
HOMMES ET LES FEMMES (GEC)
Mme Cécile GREBOVAL
Secretariat/ Secrétariat GEC
cecile.greboval@coe.int
AD HOC COMMITTEE OF EXPERTS ON THE RIGHTS OF PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES
(CAHDPH) / COMITE D’EXPERTS AD HOC SUR LES DROITS DES PERSONNES
HANDICAPEES (CAHDPH)

EUROPEAN COMMITTEE ON CRIME PROBLEMS (CDPC) / COMITE EUROPEEN POUR LES
PROBLEMES CRIMINELS (CDPC)
Apologised for absence / Excusé
EUROPEAN COMMITTEE ON LEGAL COOPERATION (CDCJ) / COMITE EUROPEEN DE
COOPERATION JURIDIQUE (CDCJ)
Apologised for absence / Excusé
STEERING COMMITTEE ON MEDIA AND INFORMATION SOCIETY (CDMSI) / COMITE
DIRECTEUR SUR LES MEDIAS ET LA SOCIETE D’INFORMATION (CDMSI)
Ms Christina K. LAMPROU
Project Officer, Media and Internet Division, Council of Europe
christina.lamprou@coe.int
EUROPEAN COMMITTEE ON DEMOCRACY AND GOVERNANCE (CDDG) / COMITE
EUROPEEN SUR LA DEMOCRATIE ET LA GOUVERNANCE (CDDG)
Mr Edwin LEFEBRE
Deputy of the Director, Ministry of Internal Affairs of the Flemish Region, Agency for Home Affairs,
Brussels, Belgium
edwin.lefebre@kb.vlaanderen.be
STEERING COMMITTEE FOR EDUCATIONAL POLICY AND PRACTICE (CDPPE) / COMITE
DIRECTEUR POUR LES POLITIQUES ET PRATIQUES EDUCATIVES (CDPPE)
Mr Jindrřch FRYČ
Apologised for excused / excusé
Chair, Steering Committee for Educational Policy and Practice (CDPPE), Council of Europe,
Avenue de l’Europe, F - 67075 Strasbourg cedex
Ms Stefania KRUGER
Secretary to the CDPPE/ Secrétaire du CDPPE
stefania.kruger@coe.int
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EUROPEAN STEERING COMMITTEE FOR YOUTH (CDEJ) / COMITE DIRECTEUR
EUROPEEN POUR LA JEUNESSE (CDEJ)
Mr Markus WOLF
Chair of the European Steering Committee for Youth (CDEJ), Austrian Federal Ministry of Families
and Youth, Wien, Austria
markus.wolf@bmfj.gv.at

STEERING COMMITTEE FOR CULTURE, HERITAGE AND LANDSCAPE (CDCPP) / COMITE
DIRECTEUR DE LA CULTURE, DU PATRIMOINE ET DU PAYSAGE (CDCPP)
Ms Zhulieta HARASANI
Director General of Strategic Planning for Cultural Diversity and Heritage, Albanian Ministry of
Culture
zhulieta.harasani@kultura.gov.al
AD HOC COMMITTEE OF EXPERTS ON ROMA ISSUES (CAHROM) / COMITE D’EXPERTS AD
HOC SUR LES QUESTIONS ROMS (CAHROM)
Mr Branko SOČANA
Apologised for excused / excusé
M. A., Director, Office for Human Rights and Rights of National Minorities, Government of the
Republic of Croatia
branko.socanac@uljppnm.vlada.hr
Mr Thorsten AFFLERBACH
Head of the Support Team / Chef de l'Equipe d'appui, Support Team of the Special Representative
of the Secretary General for Roma Issues / Equipe d'appui du Représentant Spécial du Secrétaire
Général pour les questions relatives aux Roms, Council of Europe / Conseil de l’Europe
F-67075 Strasbourg Cedex
Email: thorsten.afflerbach@coe.int
Website: http://www.coe.int/roma
AD HOC COMMITTEE ON THE RIGHTS OF THE CHILD (CAHENF) / COMITE D’EXPERTS SUR
LES DROITS DE L’ENFANT (CAHENF)
Ms Agnes Von Maravic
Secretary to the CAHENF/ Secrétaire du CAHENF
agnes.vonmaravic@coe.int
ADVISORY COUNCIL ON YOUTH (CCJ) / CONSEIL CONSULTATIF POUR LA JEUNESSE
(CCJ)
Ms Alice BARBIERI
WAGGGS, World Association of Girl Guides and Girl Scouts (Europe Region), Brussels, Belgium,
alice.barbieri@gmail.com
www.wagggs@wagggsworld.org
Twitter @europeregion
INTERCULTURAL CITIES / CITES INTERCULTURELLES
Ms Ivana d’Alessandro
Project Officer, Intercultural Cities Programme
ivana.dalessandro@coe.int
SPECIAL REPRESENTATIVE OF THE SECRETARY GENERAL FOR MIGRATION AND
REFUGEES / REPRESENTANT SPECIAL DU SECRETAIRE GENERAL POUR LES
MIGRATIONS ET LES REFUGIES
Ms Michelle LAFFERTY
Office of the SG’s Special Representative on migration and refugees/Bureau du Représentant
spécial auprès du Secrétaire Général pour les migrations et les réfugiés, Conseil de l’Europe
michelle.lafferty@coe.int
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DEVELOPMENT BANK OF THE COUNCIL OF EUROPE / BANQUE DE DEVELOPPEMENT DU
CONSEIL DE L’EUROPE (CEB)
Ms Giusi PAJARDI
Head of Secretariat, Partial Agreement on the Council of Europe Development Bank/Chef du
Secrétariat, Accord Partiel de la Banque de développement du Conseil de l’Europe
giusi.pajardi@coe.int

OBSERVER STATES TO THE COUNCIL OF EUROPE / ETATS OBSERVATEURS AUPRES DU
CONSEIL DE L’EUROPE
HOLY SEE / SAINT SIEGE
Mgr Paolo Rudelli, Permanent Observer of the Holy See to the Council of Europe/ Observateur
Permanent du Saint-Siège auprès du Conseil de l’Europe
saint.siège@wanadoo.fr
MEXICO / MEXIQUE
M. Diego SANDOVAL PIMENTEL
Adjoint à l’Observateur Permanent, Représentation Permanente du Mexique auprès du Conseil de
l’Europe
dsandoval@sre.gob.mx

OTHER PARTICIPANTS / AUTRES PARTICIPANTS
EUROPEAN UNION / UNION EUROPEENNE
Ms Blanka GLASENHARDT
EU Delegation to the Council of Europe, Strasbourg
Blanka.GLASENHARDT@eeas.europa.eu
Ms Claire NEVIN
EU Delegation to the Council of Europe, Strasbourg
claire.NEVIN@eeas.europa.eu
EUROPEAN UNION AGENCY FOR FUNDAMENTAL RIGHTS (FRA) / AGENCE EUROPEENNE
DES DROITS FONDAMENTAUX (FRA)
Ms Patrycja POGODZINSKA
Legal Research Officer, Equality and Citizens’ Rights Department, EU Fundamental Rights Agency
(FRA), Vienna, Austria
patrycja.pogodzinska@fra.europa.eu
EUROPEAN FOUNDATION FOR THE
CONDITIONS (EUROFOUND)
Mr Juan MENENDEZ
Director, EUROFOUND, Dublin, Ireland
Juan.menendez@eurofound.europa.eu

IMPROVEMENT

OF

LIVING

AND

WORKING

UNITED NATIONS HIGH COMMISSIONNER FOR REFUGEES (UNHCR) / HAUT
COMMISSARIAT DES NATIONS UNIES POUR LES REFUGIES (UNHCR)
Mr Gert WESTERVEEN
Representative of the Office of the United Nations High Commissionner for Refugees to the
Council of Europe / Représentant de l’Office du Haut-Commissaire des Nations Unies pour les
réfugiés, au Conseil de l'Europe
westerve@unhcr.org
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Ms Jutta SEIDEL
Senior Legal Associate, UNHCR Representation to the Council of Europe
seidel@unhcr.org
BUSINESS EUROPE
Ms Rebekah SMITH
Apologised for absence / excusée
Senior Adviser, Social Affairs Department, Business Europe, Brussels, Belgium
r.smith@businesseurope.eu
INTERNATIONAL
ORGANISATION
OF
EMPLOYERS
(IOE)
/
ORGANISATION
INTERNATIONALE DES EMPLOYEURS (OIE)
Ms Alessandra ASSENZA
Apologised for absence / excusée
Adviser, International Organisation of Employers, Geneva, Switzerland
assenza@ioe-emp.org
EUROPEAN TRADE UNION CONFEDERATION (ETUC) / CONFEDERATION EUROPEENNE
DES SYNDICATS (CES)
Apologised for absence / excusé
SPEAKER
EUROPEAN YOUTH FOUNDATION (EYF) / FONDATION EUROPENNE DE LA
JEUNESSE (FEJ)
Ms Clementine MOYART
European Youth Forum, Policy Officer Employment Policies, Brussels, Belgium
clementine.moyart@youthforum.org
www.youthforum.org
INTERPRETERS
Grégoire DEVICTOR
Derrick WORSDALE
Chloé CHENETIER
Katia DI STEFANO
SECRETARIAT
DEPARTMENT OF THE EUROPEAN SOCIAL CHARTER AND THE EUROPEAN CODE
OF SOCIAL SECURITY/ SERVICE DE LA CHARTE SOCIALE EUROPÉENNE ET DU
CODE EUROPÉEN DE SÉCURITÉ SOCIALE
M. Régis BRILLAT, Head of Department/Chef de Service
Ms Anna Chiara CERRI, Secretary to the PECS/Secrétaire de la PECS
Ms Tanya MONTANARI, Website, Site Internet
Secretariat/ Secrétariat/ :
Ms Caroline LAVOUE
Ms Sara-Louise HELM
E-mail: pecs@coe.int
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Adresse postale :

Postal address :

Service de la Charte sociale européenne
et du Code européen de Sécurité sociale
Direction Générale I
Droits de l’Homme et Etat de Droit
Conseil de l’Europe
F-67075 Strasbourg Cedex

Department of the European Social Charter
and European Code of Social Security
Directorate General I
Human Rights and Rule of Law
Council of Europe
F-67075 Strasbourg Cedex
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